Pop tops and awnings setup and packup procedures PBC
Please scan and watch the videos on this before doing if unsure. See the Australian awning
one for best explanation as this needs to be done before popping the roof or closing after
use.
Scan the QR Code for access via our website. See ‘caravan awning setup’ or ‘Setting up a
Roll out awning’

0. Undo the clips holding the two bars together below the awning.
1. Release four corner clips on the top of the caravan found around each corner of the roof.
2. Then switch the roll out awning by flipping the aluminium switch on the right hand side of
the round tube at the top.
3. Gently loosen the too small black knobs down near the bottom of the arms going down
the caravan.
4. Either pull out the awning about 450mm OR roll the awning backwards the same length
so you have a flap of canvas on the side. This is important so that when you push up the
roof inside it is not pulling against the awning.
5. IF USING AWNING pull awning right out and then lift the black handles at base to get
the height of the tube you need.
6. Pull inner arms gently up the outer ones to the top where they will lock into place to hold
the awning out tight from the caravan.
7. DO up the black knobs to hold in place.
Pack up
To fold back up reverse procedures but MAKE SURE SOMEONE is holding the awning
cord(thin black cord round the middle of the awning) B4 you switch the roller on the right as
it is spring loaded and will wind in roughly and quickly.
2. Then pull roof down and apply the 4x clips again to the four corners of the roof to hold
the roof down.
3. Make sure the knobs are done up once retracted so they don't fall off on the road
4. Make sure clips are back together which hold the two supports of the awning flush.

